The Notorious RVG Tour Guidelines:
1. All VoteEqualityUS tour events will be held outdoors.
2. The tour is a low touch / no touch environment with nothing from an outdoor event coming
back inside the RV. Frequently used items (table / cashbox / social distancing rings) are to be
stored in the compartment to the left of the door to the RV. Please bring your own Sharpie to
sign the RV, as that is a high touch activity (Sharpies will be made available as donor gifts).
3. All volunteers will check their temperature and submit a completed COVID-19 waiver (health
screening) before the start of each shift.
4. All volunteers and event guests will wear masks and practice social distancing. Masks must
cover nose and mouth and a plastic face shield is not an acceptable substitute. There are no
exceptions to this policy.
5. Volunteers will make every reasonable attempt to stop anyone who is not wearing a proper
face mask or practicing social distancing from engaging with the tour.
6. Hand sanitizer will be available at all times.
7. Upon arrival, the tour driver will be provided 15 minutes for setup before volunteers
approach. Setup starts with the driver leveling the RV before exiting to set up the information
table + social distancing rings (6' minimum between rings). When the driver is done with
setup (s)he will invite the volunteers for their orientation.
8. During orientation the tour driver will give volunteers a short overview of the talking points,
face mask / social distancing guidelines, and contents within the canvassing bag. Afterwards,
the driver will return to the vehicle and be available for questions via text / phone call until the
end of the event.
9. Canvassing bags and contents are a gift to the volunteer and will be assembled by the tour
driver prior to event arrival. To minimize COVID-19 risk any canvassing bags removed from
the RV cannot return to it.
10. There are no visitors allowed inside the RV for any reason including, but not limited to,
emergency bathroom requests.
11. Only the driver or the second VoteEqualityUS volunteer may set up the table, touch donor
gifts, and/or cashbox. Guests are encouraged to use QR codes to donate online.
12. At the end of an event / tour stop the driver will wipe down the sample donor items and table
with a bleach solution and everything in the compartment to the left of the door prior to
raising the leveling equipment and leaving the premises.

VoteEqualityUS contact:
Jess Kujala (540-877-0317)

Assumption of Risk, Waiver of Liability & COVID-19 Agreement
I acknowledge the contagious nature of the Coronavirus/COVID-19 and that the CDC and many other public health
authorities recommend face masks and social distancing. I also acknowledge that VoteEqualityUS has put in place
preventative measures and protocols to reduce the spread of the Coronavirus/COVID-19. I further acknowledge
that VoteEqualityUS cannot guarantee that I will not become infected with the Coronavirus/COVID-19.
I attest:
I understand that the risk of becoming exposed to and/or infected by the Coronavirus/COVID-19 may result
from the actions, omissions, or negligence of myself and others, including, but not limited to, staff, and other
volunteers and their families.
I voluntarily agreed to attend today's event / tour stop and acknowledge that I am increasing my risk to
exposure to the Coronavirus/COVID-19.
I acknowledge that I must comply with all set VoteEqualityUS procedures and protocols to reduce the spread of
Coronavirus/COVID-19 while attending today's event / tour stop.
I am not experiencing any symptom of illness such as cough, shortness of breath or difficulty breathing, fever,
chills, repeated shaking with chills, muscle pain, headache, sore throat, or new loss of taste or smell.
I have not traveled internationally within the last 14 days.
I have not traveled to a highly impacted area within the United States of America in the last 14 days.
I do not believe I have been exposed to someone with a suspected and/or confirmed case of the
Coronavirus/COVID-19.
I have not been diagnosed with Coronavirus/COVID-19 and not yet cleared as non-contagious by state or local
public health authorities.
I am following all CDC recommended guidelines on mask wearing and social distancing as much as possible and
limiting my exposure to the Coronavirus/COVID-19.
I took my temperature today and it was within the acceptable range of normal (97-99.6 degrees).
initials

I hereby release, discharge and agree to indemnify and hold the VoteEqualityUS, Center for Common Ground, and
their funders from, and waive on behalf of myself and my heirs and personal representatives and any minors I am
responsible for who volunteer with me, any and all causes of action, claims, demands, damages, costs, expenses
and compensation for damage or loss to myself and/or property that may be caused by any act, or failure to act of
VoteEqualityUS, Center for Common Ground, or their funders.
I understand this release discharges VoteEqualityUS, Center for Common Ground, and their funders from any
liability or claim that I or my heirs, personal representatives or minors I am responsible for may have against
VoteEqualityUS, Center for Common Ground, or their funders with respect to any bodily injury, illness, death,
medical treatment, or property damage that may arise from or in connection with my volunteer activities. This
liability waiver and release extends to the VoteEqualityUS together with all of its Co-founders, Directors, and other
volunteers. I further agree this release will be governed by Virginia law and that the exclusive venue for any dispute
arising from this release will be a court of competent jurisdiction sitting in Richmond, Virginia.

Printed Name

Emergency Contact

Signature

Emergency Contact Cell #:

Date

